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Premessa
Il bando del Concorso a Cattedre 2016, pubblicato in data 26 febbraio, ha finalmente chiarito
la tipologia di prove che i candidati si troveranno ad affrontare. In particolare, la prova scritta
si articolerà in 8 quesiti inerenti “la trattazione articolata di tematiche disciplinari, culturali e
professionali, volti all’accertamento delle conoscenze e delle competenze didattico-metodologiche
in relazione alle discipline oggetto di insegnamento”. Per tutte le classi di concorso (a eccezione
di quelle relative alle Lingue straniere), nell’ambito degli 8 quesiti, 6 saranno a risposta aperta in italiano e 2 in lingua straniera, ciascuno dei quali articolato in 5 domande a risposta chiusa, tese a verificare la comprensione di un testo in lingua straniera (almeno al livello
B2 del Quadro Comune Europeo di Riferimento per le Lingue). La lingua è a scelta del candidato
tra inglese, francese, tedesco e spagnolo; per la Scuola Primaria è, invece, obbligatorio l’inglese.
Per consentire agli aspiranti docenti, che opteranno per l’inglese, di prepararsi ai quesiti in lingua della prova scritta, abbiamo realizzato questo volume nel quale sono raccolti 200 brani di
difficoltà crescente, ognuno corredato da 5 quiz a risposta chiusa. Gran parte di questi brani (tutti quelli della Parte I) prevedono quiz a risposta multipla, in quanto questa è la tipologia più ricorrente tra i test a risposta chiusa. Nella Parte II abbiamo, però, previsto anche brani costruiti su altre tipologie di quesiti a risposta chiusa, in uso nelle diverse procedure concorsuali (ricordiamo che il bando si limita a parlare genericamente di “quesiti a risposta chiusa”,
senza menzionare quelli a “risposta multipla”).
I brani, come detto, sono stati ordinati secondo una sequenza progressiva per difficoltà e argomento:
• i primi sono alquanto semplici e di contenuto generico (molti sono tratti da banche dati ufficiali di altri concorsi e selezioni). I quesiti proposti sono mirati a testare le conoscenze
grammaticali fondamentali, nonché la capacità di comprensione della lingua;
• a seguire, una serie di testi su argomenti che si riallacciano a quelli richiesti nelle Avvertenze generali del bando (didattica, psicologia dell’età evolutiva, ordinamento scolastico, scuola digitale etc.);
• successivamente, sono presentati una serie di brani “disciplinari” (Economia, Letteratura
italiana, Linguistica, Storia, Arte, Matematica, Scienze, Infanzia e Primaria, Sostegno etc.),
che, seppure specifici di alcune materie, sono comunque utili per tutte le classi di concorso, poiché aiutano ad acquisire dimestichezza con il lessico specialistico: ad esempio, i brani relativi a “Preschool and Primary School” trattano tematiche di psicologia dell’età evolutiva e di didattica, comunque attinenti allo studio delle Avvertenze generali; stesso discorso per i testi riguardanti il “Learning Support”, i quali affrontano concetti connessi ai BES,
oggetto di approfondimento sempre all’interno delle Avvertenze generali.
Un glossario finale permette, inoltre, di familiarizzare con i termini inglesi di più frequente utilizzo nel campo scolastico e didattico in generale.
Completa l’opera un potente software, con centinaia di altri quiz a risposta multipla, scaricabile dall’area riservata, accessibile tramite il QrCode posto in calce al volume.
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Karen Kawabata represents the best of Japan’s intellectual capital. She has just graduated from the University of Tokyo, the most prestigious in the country. Wry and poised,
with an American mother and Japanese father, she has the languages and cosmopolitan attitude that Japanese companies particularly value nowadays.
Yet Ms Kawabata sees obstacles in her path. She is acutely aware of the difficulties she
would face at traditional Japanese companies, should she find herself joining one. Ferociously long working hours, often stretching past midnight, are followed by sessions
of “nominication”, a play on the Japanese word for drinking, nomu, and the English
word “communication”; these are where young hopefuls forge connections and build
reputations. Nowadays women trying to impress the boss are allowed to drink plum
wine mixed with plenty of soda instead of beer, says Ms Kawabata. But that is hardly
a great improvement. Above all, she worries that having a family will be impossible to
combine with a demanding career.
That one of the brightest of Japan’s graduates needs to say such things should worry
Shinzo Abe, the prime minister. Japan educates its women to a higher level than nearly
anywhere else in the world: its girls come near the top in education league-tables. But
when they leave university their potential is often squandered, as far as the economy is
concerned. Female participation in the labour force is 63%, far lower than in other rich
countries. When women have their first child, 70% of them stop working for a decade or
more, compared with just 30% in America. Quite a lot of those 70% are gone for good.
Mr Abe says he wants to change that. In April 2013 he announced that allowing women to “shine” in the economy was the most important part of his growth strategy. Raising female labour participation to the level of men’s could add 8m people to Japan’s
shrinking workforce, potentially increasing Gross Domestic Product by as much as 15%.
More women working for more pay would also increase demand. For the prime minister
this is quite a turnaround. In 2005, Mr Abe and his fellow conservatives warned of the
damage to family values and to Japanese culture that could result if men and women
were treated equally. Their concern was not just based on tradition; keeping women
out of the workforce, conservatives thought, made economic sense too. If the country’s “baby-making machines”, as a former health minister put it, stayed at home then
they would produce more babies, and thus more workers.
(From “The Economist”)
1) Il Primo Ministro ha annunciato di voler alzare il tasso di occupazione femminile allo stesso livello di quello maschile perché:
❑❑ A) i conservatori si sono finalmente resi conto che le donne non fanno più figli se
non lavorano
❑❑ B) si è appena reso conto che non far lavorare le donne è economicamente insensato e al tempo stesso ingiusto nei confronti delle donne che hanno studiato
❑❑ C) questo produrrebbe una crescita del Pil di circa il 15% e darebbe alle donne più
soldi da spendere in consumi
❑❑ D) la forza lavoro giapponese crescerebbe di circa 8 milioni di persone e questo farà
crescere il Pil di oltre il 15% e incentiverà i consumi

2) Che cos’è la “nominication”?

❑❑ A) Un’usanza del dopolavoro basata sul bere qualcosa in compagnia per creare pubbliche relazioni, aiutando i giovani giapponesi a fare carriera
❑❑ B) La combinazione di abilità comunicative e capacità di reggere l’alcool, applicata
sul posto di lavoro per fare colpo sul proprio capo
❑❑ C) Un tradizionale tipo di pasto di lavoro in cui gli uomini bevono birra e le donne
liquore di prugna addizionato con acqua gasata
❑❑ D) Una sorta di “drinking tour” in cui i giovani giapponesi hanno la possibilità di incontrare potenziali datori di lavoro

❑❑ A) Le donne giapponesi raggiungono i più alti livelli di istruzione, ma per tradizione preferiscono la famiglia a un posto di lavoro
❑❑ B) Le donne giapponesi sono tra le più istruite al mondo, ma il loro tasso di occupazione è solo del 63% prima di avere figli e cala drasticamente alla nascita del
primo figlio
❑❑ C) Le donne giapponesi raggiungono i più alti livelli di istruzione, ma le aziende
giapponesi tradizionali tendono ancora a non impiegare donne
❑❑ D) Le donne giapponesi sono le più istruite al mondo, ma solo il 63% di loro lavora. Inoltre, a un certo punto della loro vita, sono costrette a lasciare per sempre
il lavoro

4) Che cosa significa “squandered” (terzo paragrafo)?
❑❑ A)
❑❑ B)
❑❑ C)
❑❑ D)

Incompreso
Dissipato
Pienamente espresso
Sviluppato

5) Oggigiorno, le aziende giapponesi apprezzano particolarmente:

❑❑ A) una laurea conseguita all’Università di Tokyo e la conoscenza delle lingue europee
❑❑ B) la conoscenza delle lingue e un atteggiamento cosmopolita
❑❑ C) una laurea conseguita all’Università di Tokyo e la disponibilità a lavorare fino a
mezzanotte
❑❑ D) solo un’ottima conoscenza della lingua inglese

Parte I - Brani con quesiti a risposta multipla

3) Nel brano si parla di un paradosso che riguarda le donne giapponesi e il lavoro.
Di che cosa si tratta?
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In the long run a government will always encroach upon freedom, to the extent to which
it has the power to do so; this is almost a natural law of politics, since, whatever the
intentions of the men who exercise political power, the seer momentum of government
leads to a constant pressure upon the liberties of the citizen. But in many countries society has responded by throwing up its own defenses in the shape of social classes or
organised corporations with enjoying economic power and popular support, and it has
been able to set limits to the scope of action of the executive. Such, for example, in England, was the origin of all our liberties — won from the government through the stand
first of the feudal nobility, then of churches and political parties, and later of trade unions, commercial organisations, and the societies for promoting various causes. Even in
European lands which were arbitrarily ruled, the powers of the monarchy, though absolute in theory, were in their exercise checked in a similar fashion. Indeed the fascist dictatorships of today are the first truly tyrannical governments which western Europe has
known for centuries, and they have been made possible only because, on coming to power,
they destroyed all forms of social organisation which were in any way rivals to the state.
1) Which of the following sentences can be inferred from the passage?
❑❑ A)
❑❑ B)
❑❑ C)
❑❑ D)

Corporations can replace the State
Fascism destroyed people’s organisations
England and the rest of Europe faced the same destiny
Every goverment is fascist

2) The main idea of the passage is best expressed as:
❑❑ A)
❑❑ B)
❑❑ C)
❑❑ D)

limited powers of monarchies
ruthless ways of dictators
safeguard of individual liberty
the need to fight against dictatorships

3) According to the author, which was the first origin of liberties in England?

❑❑ A) The monarchy
❑❑ B) The Church
❑❑ C) The fight of trade unions, commercial organisations, and the societies against
government
❑❑ D) The stand of the feudal nobility

4) The writer maintains that there is a natural tendency for governments to:
❑❑ A)
❑❑ B)
❑❑ C)
❑❑ D)

become more democratic
become fascist
put pressure upon the liberties of the citizen
increase individual liberties

5) What is the “scope of action”, towards the middle of the passage?
❑❑ A)
❑❑ B)
❑❑ C)
❑❑ D)

The willingness to do as many things as possible
The purpose of an action
The extent of the area covered by an activity
The authoritarian nature of an action

It is a phrase familiar to many cyclists who have come a cropper on our roads and retained the ability to hear the words: “Sorry mate, I just didn’t see you.” But how could
you not see a big lump of human right in front of your eyes? The answer: a fault in our
brains that means, sometimes, even when there is eye contact, the image of a cyclist
does not materialise before it’s too late.
Crawford Hollingworth, an expert in behavioural psychology, is more used to devising
smart ways for companies to sell us stuff. But as a cyclist, who — touch wood — has
escaped serious injury on his daily commute across London, he had a lightbulb moment
that set him down a different path.
“I was about to cross Hyde Park Corner, one of the junctions in the city that scares me
most, and noticed the little bike on the special set of traffic lights,” he says. “I suddenly thought, there it is, a symbol that everybody knows that could have the power
to unlock the brain.”
Two years later, Hollingworth has launched a set of bike lights he believes represent a
breakthrough in road safety. They are startlingly simple and, in all ways but one, like any
other bike lights — white at the front, red at the rear. The difference: a black stencil
turns the super-bright LED light each device emits into an image of a person on a bike.
“It means a driver does not have to decide what a light or shape belongs to, because
their brain gets that information milliseconds faster, hopefully giving them time to adjust their behaviour,” Hollingworth explains. Brainy Bike Lights are designed to trigger
the same associations during the day as well as the night, although they will be most
effective in the dark. To develop them, Hollingworth drew on his own work, as well as
that of academics, to reveal the importance of understanding our cognitive flaws and
the power of familiar, human symbols to overcome them.
“There’s a thing called priming,” says Hollingworth, the co-founder of Behavioural Architects, a consultancy obsessed with the way consumers think. “For example, if you read
literature embedded with words associated with ageing, such as ‘tired’ or ‘achy’, it subconsciously influences your behaviour — you might walk a bit slower. In the same way, a
symbol of a bike with a human on it very quickly triggers associations with vulnerability.”
“Our brains work on a subconscious level,” Hollingworth adds. “We travel on autopilot,
which is why we often have no memory of large parts of our journeys.”
Inventors have applied similar psychology to other products. Children are more likely to brush their teeth properly when the toothbrush features a smiley face. Shoppers,
meanwhile, have been shown to buy more cereal when a character on the box makes
eye contact. “We’ve learned more about our brains in the past five years [than in] I
don’t know how long,” Hollingworth says. “And any innovation has to be good if it also
helps to save lives.”
(From “The Independent”)
1) What is a “breakthrough” (paragraph 4)?
❑❑ A)
❑❑ B)
❑❑ C)
❑❑ D)

A technological device that can be used on the road
A novelty
An oddity
A major achievement that permits further progress
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Professional development (PD) is a broad term used to describe ways to keep current with
changing technology and practices in a profession. With (1) ………………, professional growth plans, professional learning communities, communities of practice, community based learning, study abroad, coaching, study groups, workplace-embedded professional (2) ………………, exchange programs, learning consortia, workshops, seminars, conferences, conventions, technology driven and/or supported approaches, credit
courses, degrees, certificates and diplomas, it (3) ……………… billions of dollars in
annual economies. “Professional development” can be top-down or (4) ………………;
it can encounter resistance or be embraced; it can be entertaining, informative and/or
transformative. As the “Teaching Quality Standards” reveal, professional development
must keep teachers (5) ……………… in many areas.

148

1) Which of the given options correctly fills in the gap (1)?
❑❑ A) apprenticing
❑❑ B) mentoring

o C) discipling
o D) exploitation

❑❑ A) development
❑❑ B) degeneration

o C) cohesion
o D) culture

❑❑ A) attracts
❑❑ B) uses

o C) deters
o D) diverts

❑❑ A) up-top
❑❑ B) bottom-out

o C) bottom-up
o D) bottom-right

❑❑ A) conventional
❑❑ B) updated

o C) updateable
o D) update

2) Which of the given options correctly fills in the gap (2)?
3) Which of the given options correctly fills in the gap (3)?
4) Which of the given options correctly fills in the gap (4)?
5) Which of the given options correctly fills in the gap (5)?

According to the Education System Reform, in comparison with the past, when the reference for employment were rankings, from 2016-2017 the teaching staff will be recruited by the head teacher through direct call, whose choice will be made according
to a personal preference selection criterion. Any three years, as necessary, the Ministry of Education will decide the total number of teachers at National level; then, the
total number will be distributed at local level. In any district the local school office
will provide for the future teachers among local registers, and each school will have
a certain number of teachers, according to its need, designated. The head teacher of
a school will have discretion to choose and call no more than three new teachers any
three years from local registers.
A teacher could be employed in the class, working with all students or working as “assistant teacher” for some disabled students; moreover, he/she could be employed as
head teacher collaborator as regards the management of the school. Their assignment
shall be renewable every three years on the basis of the head teacher’s will. A very bad
consequence of this new recruitment system could be loosing freedom of education,
because teachers will be of course influenced by the judgment of the head teacher in
their career.
Also the substitute teaching until ten days long, will be managed by the head teacher;
the requirement will not be a specific qualification obtained after degree, but just the
degree itself about the subject to teach. Their wage will be unchanged: for example, a
teacher having title to teach in a primary school or used to work there, employed unexpectedly in a higher education school, will have the same retribution.
In the local registers we’ll find only teachers that passed National open competitive
exam for teaching, announced by the Ministry of Education periodically. Teachers already working in a school before the Reform will preserve their job without any changes. Teachers who will not be called directly by a head teacher will be, as a matter of
course, assigned to a school which has vacant positions for his specialist subject.

1) Which was the reference for teachers employment last year?
❑❑ A) The rankings
❑❑ B) The head teachers

o C) The direct calls
o D) The school offices

❑❑ A) agreement
❑❑ B) competition

o C) announcement
o D) report

2) According to the passage above, fill in the blank: “From now on, teachers will be
hired only via a public ………………”.

3) The schools selection procedure for teachers will be based on:
❑❑ A)
❑❑ B)
❑❑ C)
❑❑ D)

head teacher’s will
a case by case basis
competencies and skills acquired during the study
school discussions
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Brano di contenuto disciplinare
Preschool and Primary school

As children use the computer and other forms of technology, they have the opportunity to meet the following technology standards. Established by the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE), these standards are for children ages prekindergarten (1) ……………… second grade.
• Use input devices (e.g. mouse, keyboard, remote control) and output devices (e.g.
monitor, printer) to successfully operate computers, VCRs, audiotapes, and other
technologies.
• Use a variety of (2) ……………… and technology resources for directed and independent learning activities.
• Communicate about technology using developmentally appropriate and accurate terminology.
• Use developmentally appropriate multimedia resources (e.g. interactive books, educational software, elementary multimedia encyclopedias) to support (3) ……………… .
• Work cooperatively and collaboratively with peers, family members, and others (4)
……………… using technology in the classroom.
• Demonstrate positive social and ethical behaviors when using technology.
• Practice responsible use of technology systems and software.
• Create developmentally appropriate multimedia products with support from teachers, family members, or student partners.
• Use technology resources (e.g. puzzles, logical thinking programs, writing tools, digital cameras, drawing tools) for problem solving, communication, and illustration of
thoughts, ideas, and stories.
• Gather information and communicate with others (5) ……………… telecommunications, with support from teachers, family members, or student partners.
1) Fill in the blank n. 1 the correct word.
❑❑ A) albeit
❑❑ B) through

o C) although
o D) althrough

❑❑ A) midia
❑❑ B) media

o C) medias
o D) medium

❑❑ A) learn
❑❑ B) to learn

o C) learning
o D) to learnt

❑❑ A) how
❑❑ B) like

o C) what
o D) when

❑❑ A) use
❑❑ B) used

o C) using
o D) to use

2) Fill in the blank n. 2 the correct word.
3) Fill in the blank n. 3 the correct word.
4) Fill in the blank n. 4 the correct word.
5) Fill in the blank n. 5 the correct word.
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Psychologist Jean Piaget credited with forming the theory of cognitive development
(1) ……………… the late 1920s, created a list of mental limitations for each age.
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Here’s what he said first graders were capable of comprehending:
• first graders can understand symbols. For example, they can connect the fact that a
crown can mean a king. But they still learn from concrete evidence, (2) ………………
as adding by counting fingers;
• most of the time you’ll understand your child’s logic, but he/she will still link together seemly unrelated things and jump (3) ……………… conclusions;
• reverse thinking may still be an issue. This means it will still be hard for your child
to go backwards (4) ……………… each step to analyze a conclusion. Good luck
trying to convince a child of this age that something they believe is incorrect. Even
if you lay out the evidence, they’ll likely have trouble following you;
• first graders are still egocentric, they believe everyone sees the world as they see it.
But the more you expose them to other people, especially children, the faster they’ll
leave this stage;
• your child will be able to tell if there is a difference in number or length or volume when comparing two objects. If you show your child two identical cups with
an equal amount of water, and pour one cup into a skinny tall glass and the other cup in a short wide glass, your child (5) ……………… they still have the same
amount of water.

1) Fill in the blank n. 1 the correct word.
❑❑ A) in
❑❑ B) at

o C) by
o D) on

❑❑ A) like
❑❑ B) such

o C) much
o D) more

❑❑ A) in
❑❑ B) to

o C) at
o D) on

❑❑ A) true
❑❑ B) through

o C) although
o D) throughout

❑❑ A) know
❑❑ B) to know

o C) knowing
o D) will know

2) Fill in the blank n. 2 the correct word.
3) Fill in the blank n. 3 the correct word.
4) Fill in the blank n. 4 the correct word.
5) Fill in the blank n. 5 the correct word.

• Text n. 139

Brano di contenuto disciplinare
Learning Support

1) Fill in the blank n. 1 the correct word.
❑❑ A) nap
❑❑ B) nappie

o C) nappies
o D) puppies

❑❑ A) get
❑❑ B) standing

o C) understand
o D) understanding

❑❑ A) meal
❑❑ B) meat

o C) meet
o D) meeting

❑❑ A) day
❑❑ B) life

o C) time
o D) lifetime

❑❑ A) isn’t
❑❑ B) don’t

o C) didn’t
o D) doesn’t

2) Fill in the blank n. 2 the correct word.
3) Fill in the blank n. 3 the correct word.
4) Fill in the blank n. 4 the correct word.
5) Fill in the blank n. 5 the correct word.
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Some children with autism find toileting very difficult, especially if they have learning
difficulties. You may find that a child who is dry at home may need (1) ………………
at nursery. Other children may use other places than the toilet, not realising that this
is inappropriate. Autism makes it very difficult for the child to (2) ……………… social rules. They are not being naughty. Try and establish a routine. For example, take
the child to the toilet or potty about 20 minutes after every (3) ……………… . You
can also look out for non-verbal signals that indicate the child wants to wee or poo.
Parents should be able to advise on this. Take the child to the toilet and encourage
them to sit on the toilet or potty. Try and get them to sit for a short period of (4)
………………, say five minutes, before you let them off. If they (5) ………………
do anything let them off but return a short while later, especially if they give signals
that they are about to do something in their nappy or pants.
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Sets: Definition and Operations

272

A set must be well defined; i.e., for any given object, it must be unambiguous whether
or not the object is an element of the set. For example, if a set contains all the chairs in
a designated room, then any chair can be determined either to be in or not in the set.
If there were no chairs in the room, the set would be called the empty, or null, set; i.e.
one containing no elements. A set is usually designated by a capital letter. If A is the
set of even numbers between 1 and 9, then A = {2, 4, 6, 8}. The braces, {}, are commonly used to enclose the listed elements of a set. The elements of a set may be described without actually being listed. If B is the set of real numbers that are solutions
of the equation x2 = 9, then the set can be written as B = {x : x2 = 9} or B = {x | x2 = 9},
both of which are read: B is the set of all x such that x2 = 9; hence B is the set {3, -3}.
Membership in a set is indicated by the symbol ∈ and non-membership by ∉; thus, x
∈ A means that element x is a member of the set A (read simply as “x is a member of
A”) and y ∉ A means y is not a member of A. The symbols ⊂ and ⊃ are used to indicate that one set A is contained within or contains another set B; A ⊂ B means that A
is contained within, or is a subset of, B; and A ⊃ B means that A contains, or is a superset of, B.
There are three basic set operations:
• intersection;
• union;
• complementation.
The intersection of two sets is the set containing the elements common to the two sets
and is denoted by the symbol ∩. The union of two sets is the set containing all elements belonging to either one of the sets or to both, denoted by the symbol ∪. Thus,
if C = {1, 2, 3, 4} and D = {3, 4, 5}, then C ∩ D = {3, 4} and C ∪ D = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
These two operations each obey the associative law (any binary operation, symbolized
by ∘, joining mathematical entities A, B and C obeys the associative law if (A ∘ B) ∘ C
= A ∘ (B ∘ C) for all possible choices of A, B and C) and the commutative law (any binary operation, symbolized by ∘, joining mathematical entities A and B obeys the commutative law if A ∘ B = B ∘ A for all possible choices of A and B), and together they
obey the distributive law (in mathematics, given any two operations, symbolized by *
and ∘, the first operation, *, is distributive over the second, ∘, if a * (b ∘ c) = (a * b)
∘ (a * c) for all possible choices of a, b and c).
In any discussion the set of all elements under consideration must be specified, and it
is called the universal set. If the universal set is U = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and A = {1, 2, 3},
then the complement of A (written A´ ) is the set of all elements in the universal set
that are not in A, or A´ = {4, 5}. The intersection of a set and its complement is the
empty set (denoted by ∅), or A ∩ A´ = ∅; the union of a set and its complement is
the universal set, or A ∪ A´ = U.

1) What is the empty set?

❑❑ A) A set with only one element
❑❑ B) A set with no elements

o C) The empty set doesn’t exist
o D) None of the above is correct

2) Which brackets are used to list the elements of a set?
❑❑ A)
❑❑ B)
❑❑ C)
❑❑ D)

Braces
Round brackets
Square brackets
None of the above is correct

❑❑ A) No
❑❑ B) Not always

o C) Yes
o D) None of the above is correct

❑❑ A) ∪
❑❑ B) ∅

o C) ∩
o D) ∈

4) Membership in a set is indicated by the symbol:
5) What is the intersection of two sets A and B?

❑❑ A) It’s the set of all objects that are members of A, or B, or both
❑❑ B) It’s the set of all objects that are members of both A and B
❑❑ C) It’s the set whose members are all possible ordered pairs (a, b) where a is a member of A and b is a member of B
❑❑ D) It’s the set whose members are all possible subsets of A
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3) The elements of a set can be described without being listed?
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Parte

II

Brani con quesiti
a risposta chiusa

In questa Seconda Parte presentiamo altre tipologie di quesiti di comprensione brani a risposta chiusa.

Read the texts below. Modify the word given in capital letters at the end
of some of the lines and form a word that fits in the gap in the same line
Example: pictures are useful tools for traching

• Text n. 1*
The 8 Key Competences for Lifelong Learning
(Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council - 18 december 2006)

Parte II - Brani con quesiti a risposta chiusa

Communication in the mother tongue
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Communication in the mother tongue is the ability to express and
interpret concepts, ………………………………, feelings, facts
and opinions in both oral and written form (listening, speaking,
reading and writing), and to interact linguistically in an appropriate and creative way in a full range of societal and cultural contexts; in education and training, work, home and leisure.
Communicative competence results from the acquisition of the
mother tongue, which is intrinsically linked to the development of
an individual’s cognitive ……………………………… to interpret
the world and relate to others.
Communication in the mother tongue requires an individual to have
knowledge of vocabulary, functional grammar and the functions of
language. It includes an ……………………………… of the main
types of verbal interaction, a range of literary and non-literary texts,
the main features of different styles and registers of language, and
the variability of language and communication in different contexts.
Individuals should have the skills to communicate both orally and
in writing in a variety of communicative situations and to monitor and adapt their own communication to the requirements of the
situation. This competence also ……………………………… the
abilities to distinguish and use different types of texts, to search
for, collect and process information, to use aids, and to formulate
and express one’s oral and written arguments in a convincing way
appropriate to the context.
A positive attitude towards communication in the mother tongue involves a disposition to critical and constructive dialogue, an appreciation of aesthetic qualities and a ……………………………… to
strive for them, and an interest in interaction with others. This implies
an awareness of the impact of language on others and a need to understand and use language in a positive and socially responsible manner.

THINK

ABLE

AWARE

INCLUDING

WILLING

* I brani da 1 a 8 sono tratti dalla Raccomandazione UE del 18 dicembre 2006 nelle 8 competenze chiave
per l’apprendimento permanente: lo studio di questo documento è espresssamente richiesto dalle Avvertenze
generali del bando del 26 febbraio 2016.

• Text n. 2
Communication in Foreign Languages
WRITE

UNDERSTAND

KNOW

SPEAK

Parte II - Brani con quesiti a risposta chiusa

Communication in foreign languages broadly shares the main
skill dimensions of communication in the mother tongue: it is
based on the ability to understand, express and interpret concepts, thoughts, feelings, facts and opinions in both oral and
……………………………… form (listening, speaking, reading
and writing), in an appropriate range of societal and cultural contexts (in education and training, work, home and leisure), according to one’s wants or needs.
Communication in foreign languages also calls for skills, such as
mediation and intercultural ………………………………. An individual’s level of proficiency will vary between the four dimensions
(listening, speaking, reading and writing), the different languages,
and according to that individual’s social and cultural background,
environment, needs and/or interests.
Competence in foreign languages requires ………………………………
of vocabulary and functional grammar and awareness of the main
types of verbal interaction and registers of language. Knowledge
of societal conventions, the cultural aspect and variability of languages is important.
Essential skills for communication in foreign languages consist of
the ability to understand ……………………………… messages,
to initiate, sustain and conclude conversations, and to read, understand and produce texts appropriate to the individual’s needs.
Individuals should also be able to use aids appropriately and learn
languages also informally as part of lifelong learning.
A positive attitude involves the ……………………………… of
cultural diversity, an interest and curiosity in languages, and intercultural communication.
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